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Welcome to Deathless. A place, or a human condition, you choose. The term is found in 

German seminal philosopher Hannah Arendt’s thinking, and it encapsulates a “coming of 

age”-record. Roaming the twilight zone of life, death and coffee vending machines. The 

eternal visible in the ephemeral, the grandeur found in the most simple aspects of life. Many a 

Dimpker Brothers’ lyric touches on large questions, and many of the works sprung from their 

already timely journey toward a musical place of their own are gathered here on the long 

awaited debut album.  

Swedish brothers Martin and Adam Dimpker invite you to join the musical pilgrimage that 

takes place on their thoughtful debut Deathless. They travel and explore both landscapes and 

conversations. With each other, with the world and with the people they meet along the way. 

Aiming at finding their place, they capture some of their impressions from the journey in their 

songs. 

Deathless was made in rural farms of eastern Småland, Sweden, by the Rocky Mountains of 

North America, on the British south coast, Northern Ireland and back in the Texas heat of 

SXSW festival and all the stages in between. 
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